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MODEL RAILROAD OCCUPANCY DETECTION 
EQUIPMENT 

[0001] This speci?cation is a Divisional application fol 
lowing on from Ser. No. 09/354,506 dated Jul. 15, 1999, 
examined by M.T.Le/GAU 3617. 

BACKGROUND OF INVENTION 

[0002] This invention pertains to the ?eld of control 
systems for scale model railroad layouts, and speci?cally to 
improvements in elements of block occupancy and location 
detection methods that are employed on model railroads. 

[0003] Improvements in the miniaturiZation, increased 
capability and decreasing costs of electronics components 
coupled With neW circuit designs have alloWed the applica 
tion of neW techniques to model railroad layouts. These 
advances permit the creation of layouts With greater levels of 
sophistication, automation and real time feedback of oper 
ating states from many types of devices on or around the 
layout. 
[0004] Track occupancy detection for model railroads has 
been used for many years. It is used for both operation of 
signal systems and also to display track state for areas out of 
direct vieW of the engineer or controlling dispatcher. Most 
practical and commercial products employ derivatives of the 
1958 era Westcott “TWin T” circuit that uses back to back or 
bilaterally connected semiconductor diodes to develop a 
detection voltage When current ?oWs through in either 
direction. This permits reliable detection of rolling stock that 
draW poWer for motor or other loads or have detector 
resistors ?tted to their Wheel sets. Other methods such as that 
of Richley, US. Pat. No. 5,752,677, may operate Without 
DC poWer consumption and have been suggested for per 
forming occupancy detection for model railroads. These 
high frequency methods are analogous to some methods 
used by the real prototype railroads such as the method of 
StillWell in US. Pat. No. 5,417,388. 

[0005] In the model railroad case the metal rails are used 
for conducting poWer and locomotive control signals from 
the track poWer booster to the layout and poWered rolling 
stock. There are tWo different methods employed for Wiring 
model railroad layout When using modem Digital Command 
Control signals driven by track poWer boosters. These are 
“Direct Home” Wiring and “Common Rail” Wiring. The 
Common rail Wiring is a direct descendant of earlier com 
mon rail Wired DC or AC system method and employs a 
tWo-Wire approach. Today the “Direct Home” architecture is 
being adopted more often because it enforces a more disci 
plined modular Wiring strategy for the layout. It also bene?ts 
model railroad Wiring by alloWing a single type of Wiring 
method from a booster to any track section, irrespective of 
Whether the track section is a “reversing section” or not. The 
Direct home strategy employs an implied three-Wire con 
nection to the boosters. Here the safety-ground bonding 
conductor is separate from the track current carrying con 
ductors. 

[0006] Employing the common “TWin T” circuit arrange 
ment for the Direct home strategy requires careful design to 
ensure an optimal design solution, and hence differs from a 
Common rail design. It is typically dif?cult to use a Com 
mon Rail detection system on a Direct Home Wired layout 
Without carefully arranging the detector poWer supplies and 
detection blocks to be in a single booster poWer district. 
Additionally, When using Digital Command Control signals, 
the capacitive loading of an unoccupied track section tends 
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to falsely trip the simple “TWin T” detector strategy When 
the track detection block is large and has long feeder 
conductors With signi?cant parasitic or stray capacitance to 
ground. 
[0007] Signaling based on block occupancy detection 
alloWs the introduction of Automatic Block Signals, ABS, or 
CentraliZed Traf?c Control, CTC, or other traf?c control 
strategies to model railroad layouts. In addition to alloWing 
operation in the exact same manner as the prototype rail 
roads, the model layout has another useful possibility of 
employing computer directed and generated traf?c for both 
automated operation or semiautomatic operation. This is 
valuable since on many of the larger and more complex 
model layouts it is infrequent that a full roster of trained 
operators is available at all times, unlike the prototype 
railroads that are staffed 24 hrs a day for critical train 
movements. Thus the option of some form of computer 
assistance alloWs a greater level of realism and activity for 
the model railroader. 

[0008] Key to employing computer automation is a 
method of detecting both block occupancy of a track section 
and also detecting and identifying the rolling stock that is 
actually in the block. This ensures that the computer pro 
gram does not need to consider an in?nite set of possible 
layout states, error conditions or inferred locations of rolling 
stock, since it can monitor the exact state of the layout at any 
time. Notably, operators tend to move locomotives and 
rolling stock around the layout after derailments or coupling 
breaks or other actions, in a manner that the real railroads 
cannot do. The model railroader can simply pick up and 
move rolling stock from one location to another, creating 
havoc With a system that can’t make a positive identi?cation 
of rolling stock and its location. Practical computer enhance 
ments need positive identi?cation of rolling stock and its 
location. An alarm to indicate the addition or removal of 
equipment and the location of the action is a very useful 
detection improvement. 

[0009] The capability of addressing or interrogating a 
particular device on the layout, detecting a predetermined 
coded response and then being able to determine its location 
is termed transponding. As for track occupancy detection, it 
is most common to use current conducted via the tracks to 
perform transponder detection. It is possible to perform the 
identi?cation function With for example; Radio Frequency 
Identi?cation techniques, infrared emitters, acoustic emitters 
and even bar codes or color coded areas detected by an 
optical scanner. Feedback by current is preferred since a 
continuous metallic circuit is conveniently available With the 
tracks running throughout the layout. 

[0010] The acknoWledgement pulses generated by a par 
ticular transponder device are de?ned to occur directly after, 
and to be time synchroniZed to, commands that a transpon 
der recogniZes are addressed to its attention. These pulse 
responses are then an “identi?cation acknoWledgement” that 
is prompted by the system. This directly links the detection 
of valid current pulses to the address of the command that 
has just been sent and thus alloWs the address of the 
responding transponder to be inferred. By having a number 
of independent transponder detectors monitoring different 
track sections is possible to both determine the address of a 
transponder on the layout and also to localiZe its location to 
a speci?c track section. 

[0011] Zimo Electronics has commercially demonstrated 
pulsed current unit identi?cation of mobile locomotives on 
digitally controlled and poWered layouts in Austria. The 
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method used is the generation of brief but large acknoWl 
edgement or feedback current pulses at predetermined time 
WindoWs by the controlling unit, or decoder, in the locomo 
tive. The method uses four individual current pulses for a 
single acknowledgement, or ACK, and these are grouped as 
tWo pulse pairs in alternate voltage cycles. The large mag 
nitude of these current pulses, typically larger than the motor 
operating currents, alloW for pulse detection in the presence 
of additional current draWs of motors lights and other poWer 
usage on the layout. 

[0012] This implementation of transponder technology 
suffers from several technical limitations. AlloWing the 
motor driver electronics to create a brief short circuit across 
the applied track poWer generates the Zimo current feedback 
pulse. This alloWs large and detectable current pulses. It 
does not provide an inherently safe or Well-controlled or 
de?ned maximum current, typically needed for long term 
reliability. As transponders or decoders are made smaller, it 
becomes problematic to equip then With electronics robust 
enough to provide for these uncontrolled high current 
pulses, particularly When available track currents are being 
increased to alloW more concurrent locomotive operations 
on the same track section. The large currents created by this 
short circuit method also lead to potential radio interference 
problems, since the layout and tracks are unshielded and can 
radiate. The ACK current pulses used cause fast changing 
voltage ?uctuations that increase radiation as the number of 
active transponders increase. Meeting the statutory and legal 
requirements around the World for interference suppression 
becomes burdensome With this method. The repeating high 
current spikes may interfere With or defeat the poWer man 
agement and short circuit protection logic of boosters or 
other poWer controlling devices. 

SUMMARY OF INVENTION 

[0013] Improvements in occupancy detector design and 
transponder capabilities described in this invention alloW 
more layout control possibilities. These improvements are 
best employed in a single combined detection device, but 
may also be employed separately as required. 

[0014] Smaller, less expensive and more reliable transpon 
der or decoder electronics in locomotives require transpon 
ders With feedback current pulses With magnitudes less than 
typical motor current draWs, but this places sensitivity and 
other burdens on the transponders detection devices. 

[0015] Attempting to perform transponder operations at 
loWer current levels than model locomotive motors typically 
draW imposes some tough detection challenges. In particu 
lar, the acknoWledgement current pulses may have a mag 
nitude as loW as several hundredths of an ampere that must 
be detected Within the total track current that may range 
from less than one ampere to eight or more amperes. Thus 
the dynamic range of the detector must alloW for the 
detection of very small current signals impressed upon 
larger unrelated currents and noise. 

[0016] To alloW detection of small transponder currents, 
that is currents less than short circuit values, transponder 
detectors monitoring a track section need to employ high 
gain and sensitivity. In this situation the occurrence of 
extraneous cross talk signals or echoes When multiple detec 
tors are connected to a single track poWer booster cause 
ambiguity in transponder location. Transponder detectors 
are not able to discriminate echoes by the magnitude of 
current pulses they may see, since it is not possible to 
accurately predict the current that any transponder or track 
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arrangement Will yield. Thus, all loW-current transponder 
detection designs attempted before the improvements of this 
invention fail When used in operation on layouts. The 
techniques disclosed herein solve this problem. 

[0017] The capability to detect feedback information 
coded by units on the layout permit many valuable and 
unique neW capabilities to be created. For example, it is then 
possible to read state information back from rolling stock or 
locomotives or even devices With ?xed connections to the 
track. It is possible to receive sound synchroniZation infor 
mation from steam locomotives moving on the layout, so a 
surround sound unit can create realistic Wheel synchroniZed 
chuff sounds. A function can be created that detects the 
placement of a neW unit on the layout that is not being 
controlled or addressed by any user, to search for its control 
address and then alert the layout supervisor. This feature can 
also detect the removal from layout control of a controlled 
unit due to derailment or human intervention. 

[0018] The universal occupancy detector design disclosed 
here capable of being employed on either Direct Home or 
Common Rail booster to track Wiring methods and that is 
insensitive to load capacity is a valuable improvement to the 
art of model railroad block occupancy detection. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS 

[0019] FIG. 1 details the arrangement of the electronic 
components that are needed to perform transponder detec 
tion functions. 

[0020] FIG. 2 displays in a time format typical Waveforms 
that detail aspects of the operation of the transponder 
detection techniques of this invention. 

[0021] FIG. 3 details the electrical equivalent circuit of 
the track connections and impedance elements for a tran 
sponder connection. 

[0022] FIG. 4 is a draWing of an improved method for 
constructing high frequency detection magnetic compo 
nents. 

[0023] FIG. 5 is a circuit draWing of an improved design 
for universal block occupancy detection. 

[0024] FIG. 6 is the con?guration of components of a 
transponding device 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF INVENTION 

[0025] The track poWer booster element 1 in FIG. 1, is 
connected to the layout tracks, 4, that are to be controlled 
and detected via the feeder Wiring, 2. One of the feeder Wires 
conducting poWer and control signals to the tracks, 4, is 
connected to a detection current sensor device, 5. The item 
We Wish to detect, typically a locomotive or piece of rolling 
stock, 3, containing a current load and possibly a transpon 
der device, 11, is in electrical contact With the track, 4. 

[0026] Transponder acknoWledgement current pulses, 
designated in this description as Ia, are encoded and gener 
ated by transponder current generating device, 70 in FIG. 6, 
at appropriate time periods determined by transponder tim 
ing generator, 71 in FIG. 6, in response to system commands 
that are addressed to, or interrogate, the transponder. This 
corresponds to existing transponder techniques. The exact 
command encoding format used by the control system to 
drive the track poWer booster and hence the rails may 
correspond to any of the formats used to control model 
railroad layouts. 
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[0027] This invention follows the detection current sensor, 
5, Which converts track currents to voltages, With a condi 
tioning ampli?er, 6. This element ampli?es the output of the 
detection sensor and provides any needed pulse shaping and 
signal ?ltering functions before the resulting detector volt 
age, designated as Va, is applied to the folloWing decision 
threshold logic stage, 7. The decision threshold logic con 
verts the time and amplitude varying detector voltage, Va, 
into a binary data stream, Vd, that may then be processed by 
the decoding logic, 9, to reconstruct the information encoded 
by the transponder current pulses. The detection information 
extracted by the decoding logic, 9, is then converted to a 
suitable format and then conveyed to the rest of the model 
railroad control system by the output connection path, item 
10. 

[0028] The preferred embodiment and the function of the 
elements of this invention may be understood by referring to 
the diagrams of FIG. 2 depicting current and voltage versus 
time Waveforms, as often employed for presentation of 
electrical signals. The timing of the transponder acknoWl 
edgement current pulses, Ia, are de?ned to occur at prede 
termined times relative to the changes of track poWer 
voltage, Vs. 

[0029] The track voltage Waveform, Vs, shoWn in FIG. 2 
shoWs a representative binary voltage Waveform cycling 
from its loW voltage state to a higher voltage state (referred 
to as rising edge) and then back to a loW voltage state 
(referred to as falling edge). These voltage transitions may 
occur at a high frequency and many of these cycles may be 
sent sequentially to encode a complete command message. 
The actual Waveform on the track might not be constrained 
at tWo distinct voltage levels. The important attribute is that 
an attached transponder or other decoding device and also 
the transponding detector may measure times betWeen pre 
determined voltage levels and then infer and decode control 
commands from this voltage versus time Waveform encod 
ing. This alloWs the transponder to generate acknoWledge 
ment current pulses at a predetermined and ?xed reply time 
after a complete command is received, and this reply time is 
an invariant for the particular transponding coding chosen. 

[0030] Aparticular problem is the occurrence of cross talk 
or echoes betWeen different detectors connected to the same 
track poWer booster, Which can render the transponder 
detection inoperable. FIG. 3 represents an electrical sche 
matic of the equivalent circuit represented by the track 
connected sections of the elements of FIG. 2. 

[0031] In this diagram item 11 represents the electrical 
equivalent of a track poWer booster, 1, as a voltage generator 
of magnitude Vs, driving the track feeders, tracks and 
detection sensors. The output impedance of the booster and 
impedance of all the common feeder Wiring are combined 
into a single equivalent impedance, Zs, shoWn as item 12. 
This is then connected via a current sensor, item 13, to a 
transponder load in its track detection section represented as 
impedance Z1, item 14. Item 14 at a minimum, typically 
represents the poWer required for operating the transponder 
electronics. 

[0032] Additionally, impedance Za, item 15, generates the 
transponder current pulses, Ia, With the closure of control 
sWitch, 16, modulated appropriately by the transponder logic 
circuits in the device. The transponder draWs a load current 
I1 even When it is not generating the transponder acknoWl 
edgement currents, Ia. 
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[0033] The generation of the transponder current pulses, 
Ia, causes a voltage drop across the combined output imped 
ance of the track poWer booster and the track feeder Wiring, 
Zs, that is in common to all current sensors. The magnitude 
of this voltage is: Vcom=Zs><It, and it acts in a manner to 
loWer the voltage seen by all other detectors connected to the 
booster, 1. Since it is uneconomic to provide individual 
boosters to isolate every detector, the effect of this common 
voltage drop must be accounted for in design and operation. 

[0034] If a second current detector, item 17, is connected 
to a separate detection track along With a high current load 
Z2, item 18, then this additional load current, I2, is draWn 
through the common booster and Wiring. Inspecting the 
current ?oWs and voltages it can be simply demonstrated by 
a person skilled in the art of circuit analysis, that current 
sensor 17 experiences an extra incremental current ?oW, Ie, 
Which is directly related to the acknowledgement pulse, Ia, 
occurring through the other sensor 13. This induced echo 
current due to the impedances in common to both detectors 
is: Ie=Ia><(Zs/Z2). As the physical feeder Wires are extended 
and the current loads in the second detector become large, 
the ratio (Zs/Z2) may approach the value of one. This means 
that a transponder current detector that does not really have 
a true transponder load Will nevertheless falsely detect the 
presence of a transponder due to common impedances and 
voltage drops, since the echo current seen, Ie, mimics a valid 
transponder encoding. 
[0035] The breakthrough this invention employs to cir 
cumvent this problem is in recogniZing that even though a 
false cross-talk induced current, Ie, is generated, that upon 
inspection of the equivalent circuit it may be noted that the 
error current in all sensors other than the sensor detecting the 
valid transponder current Will be in the opposite direction or 
polarity than the true generating transponder creates. If the 
current sensor used for detection provides information on 
the current direction as Well as magnitude information, it is 
then possible to reliably discriminate a valid current pulse 
from an invalid or cross talk induced current pulse. 

[0036] The small arroWs next to the current symbols I1, I2, 
and la shoW the conventional current direction for a cycle 
When the upper lead of element 11 is positive With respect 
to its loWer lead, and the associated load impedances draW 
current from the booster. This is considered the reference 
load current direction. This load current Will reverse direc 
tion if the applied voltage, Vs, undergoes a polarity reversal, 
Whereupon all the current directions Will become opposite of 
those depicted. Note that the echo current, Ie, is depicted as 
having an opposite sense to all the other currents shoWn, and 
this corresponds to measurements made in actual physical 
circuits. 

[0037] The method to discriminate betWeen a valid Ia 
current and an invalid Ie current reduces to the ability to tell 
if this detection current (occurring Within the expected 
transponder time WindoW) is in the same or opposite direc 
tion to the reference load current direction. If the detected 
current is the same direction as the reference load current We 
knoW that it is a valid transponder pulse current, Ia, and not 
simply cross talk or an echo. If the detected current is 
opposite to the reference load current then We knoW that is 
simply cross talk or an echo that must be ignored. 

[0038] The preferred embodiment of the invention uses 
high frequency current transformers to detect the track 
currents and convert these into voltage that are then be 
processed for detection. It is possible to construct many 
forms of current sensors that Will Work in this invention that 
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measure both current magnitude and polarity (or phase) 
information needed to reject echoes. Hall effect sensors, 
magnetorestrictive sensors, resistors, complex impedances, 
light emitter/detector pairs and other devices knoWn by 
those skilled in the art of electronic design may be employed 
to extract the required magnitude and phase information 
from the currents being sensed. 

[0039] Waveforms typical for the operation of this inven 
tion are detailed in FIG. 2. A useful characteristic of 
transformer or inductively coupled elements used in the 
preferred embodiment is that the output voltage is related to 
the rate of change of current, or is the time differential of the 
applied current. This differentiation effectively provides an 
initial high frequency pre-emphasis ahead of the condition 
ing ampli?er, 6. The Waveform trace in FIG. 2 labeled Vs 
represents a partial cycle the applied track voltage from the 
booster, 1. If the load elements of 14 and 15 for the 
transponder are present and connected to the track of FIG. 
1 then a Waveform similar to that labeled Va Will be seen 
from the output of the conditioning ampli?er, 6. The nega 
tive voltage excursion marked item 19 is a result of the 
reference load current increasing in a neW direction When 
the track voltage Vs begins its rising edge change. This 
current ?oW results from static current draWs such as item 14 
or any other track loads that are essentially constant during 
this cycle of track voltage. Immediately after the negative 
excursion of Va, 19, We then get a positive excursion, 20, 
Which is related to the reference load current reaching a 
unchanging value When the Vs track voltage reaches the neW 
high voltage state. At the end of the cycle We get the falling 
edge of Vs and the process is reversed With the initial voltage 
excursion, 21, being positive since the reference load current 
is decreasing With the loWering of the magnitude of Vs. The 
reference load current reverses direction and then reaches a 
steady state in the opposite direction, Which causes the 
positive pulse 22. Inspection of the conditioning ampli?er 
output pulses then alloWs us to correctly determine the 
direction of the reference current since at each change of 
track voltage We get a pair of indication pulses of alternating 
polarity that encode the neW reference current direction. To 
alert the decoding logic, 9, to the imminent change of track 
voltage, Vs, We conduct a sample of Vs to the logic by 
synchroniZing connection, 42. This synchroniZing sample 
alloWs the logic to be alerted to the expected time location 
of the reference load current polarity indicating pulse pairs. 
This alloWs rejection or lockout of polarity determination for 
any voltage pulses or noise that do not occur at the correct 
time, and serves to improve detection reliability. Addition 
ally the decoding logic, 9, uses the information conducted by 
the synchroniZing connection, 42, to perform the simulta 
neous command and address decoding needed to locate the 
pre-determined time period that transponder acknoWledge 
ment pulses must occur Within to be considered valid. This 
address and command determination is also needed for 
complete transponder address identi?cation. 

[0040] It is possible to determine the reference load cur 
rent direction Without resorting to the synchroniZation con 
nection, 42, but the algorithm to identify and lock onto the 
pulse pairs is much more complex and more prone to noise 
induced errors. 

[0041] With the ability to identify the reference load 
current direction, comes the need to establish the polarity of 
the transponder current pulses that need to be compared With 
this reference direction. The effect of magnetic path satura 
tion at high load currents of loWering signal levels and 
causing pulse deletions, and the presence of possible extra 
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neous noise pulses means that it is not suf?cient to simply 
assume that the detector voltages, Va, occurring in the 
transponder current time WindoWs may be directly measured 
for polarity and hence current direction. Additionally there 
is a small timing uncertainty in the exact location of any 
expected current or voltage change that may be attributed to 
transponding. This is due to cumulative sampling time 
uncertainties, or jitter, in both the transponder generator and 
also in the transponder current detector logic. To deal With 
these problems of acquiring the correct direction of the 
transponder current pulses it is useful to create a transponder 
current encoding that generates an asymmetric voltage 
Waveform in the transponder detector. The Waveform is 
designed to provide a unique signature that may be recog 
niZed and synchroniZed to in time, and that generates an 
unambiguous pattern that Will robustly encode the direction 
or phase information. There are a number of possible types 
of Waveforms, each optimiZed for a particular current sen 
sor’s characteristics. 

[0042] A current pulse Waveform suitable for this inven 
tion is depicted as la in FIG. 2. This Wave trace in time 
shoWs three time periods When the transponder current is 
sWitched on, 23, 24 and 25. The current pulse on time 
duration for the ?rst pulse, 23, is chosen to be four micro 
seconds, and the on durations for pulses 24 and 25 are six 
microseconds and three microseconds respectively. The ?rst 
pulse, 23, is timed to start at the systems’ predetermined 
reply time period of, Pr, of tWenty microseconds after the 
track voltage change of Vs, as seen at the transponder. Note 
that the period Pr de?nes the start of the transponder current 
pulse or “ACK” WindoW, and that this is related to a precise 
time after a command has been received, and is relative to 
a change of track voltage levels in either direction and not 
the polarity of the track voltage transition seen. 

[0043] A current off period of three microseconds folloWs 
the on pulse 23. This is chosen so the current’s fundamental 
pulse repetition frequency, for a total seven microsecond 
period, is less than the 150-kilohertZ regulatory electromag 
netic emission limits. The start edge of pulse 23 induces a 
negative output pulse in conditioning ampli?er output volt 
age, Va, item 26. The pulse 26 on Va shoWs a sinusoidal 
nature due to the combined frequency response of the 
current sensor transformer and that of the conditioning 
ampli?er, 6. It is most bene?cial to tune the inductance of the 
current sensor transformer secondary Winding With a capaci 
tor to create a resonant tank circuit. This alloWs some 
?ltering of phase jitter and broadband noise. The quality 
factor of the resonant tank circuit is chosen to be loW enough 
so the output decays rapidly after a single pulse and does not 
ring. There are slight delays from the current pulse transi 
tions of la from on-off and off-on to the change of the output 
voltage, Va. This is the impulse or time domain response of 
the current transformer and ampli?er combined, and needs 
to be alloWed for in the overall design. 

[0044] When the current pulse 23 transitions to off after 
four microseconds it induces a positive voltage pulse 27, that 
nearly coincides With and reinforces the sinusoidal return of 
26 to its equaliZing positive sWing. (The equaliZation of 
voltage pulses in a transformer is the result of the fact that 
the volt-time integrals of the secondary coil voltage must 
sum to Zero When no direct current can ?oW from primary 
to secondary). 

[0045] The on time of the six microsecond pulse 24 
coincides With the reverse voltage sWing of 27, to form 
negative pulse 28. The duration of 24 chosen to be long 
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enough such that it interferes With the natural resonant sWing 
of 28 that leads into pulse 29. The off transition of 24 occurs 
later than When the natural sWing of pulse 29 tends negative, 
such that the pulse 29 trends positive again and becomes 
extended in time With a recogniZably long duration. The 
effect of the 24 pulse off can be seen as a noticeable time or 
phase discontinuity in the form of pulse 29 such that it is not 
sinusoidal but has tWo peaks in the positive excursion 
shoWn. The modi?ed and delayed transition of pulse 29 
continues into pulse 30. At this point, the current on tran 
sition of pulse 25, six microseconds after 24 going off, acts 
to extend pulse 30 With the same form of discontinuity as 
pulse 29. The end of pulse 25 after three microseconds yields 
pulse 31 and since no further current changes occur in this 
transponder ACK timing WindoW, pulse 31 decays via pulse 
32 to return to the baseline voltage level of Va. 

[0046] The positive sWing of pulse 21 a little later is due 
to the transponder load current and its polarity is indicative 
that the reference current polarity has reversed for the 
folloWing cycle. 

[0047] The three encoded Ia current pulses in the pattern 
of 23, 24 and 25 are considered together as a single 
transponder acknoWledgement burst, termed an ACK pulse. 
The voltage Waveform received in the transponding detector 
resulting from this ACK burst is the voltage pulse train of 26 
through 32. This train of pulses is very distinctive and alloWs 
for accurate decoding of the transponder current pulse 
direction. The longer duration of the tWo consecutive pulses 
29 and 30 alloW for several standard methods to interpret 
this Waveform. 

[0048] Note that the positive pulse 29 happens to be of an 
opposite voltage to the negative voltage of the ?rst reference 
current pulse for this cycle, 19. Identifying the location and 
polarity of voltage pulse 29 and comparing it to the expected 
reference voltage polarity, and hence direction, Will alloW us 
to identify valid ACK transponder current bursts or 
acknoWledgements. That is, if pulses 19 and 29 are of 
opposite polarity then the transponder Waveform is correct 
and may be accepted. If pulse polarity of pulse 29 is the 
same polarity as 19 then the detected voltage pulses are an 
invalid echo and should be rejected. 

[0049] By inspecting the polarity of pulse 30 We can 
perform an equivalent discrimination, by noting 30 is the 
same polarity as 19 to make an af?rmative, good ACK, 
decision. It is preferred to use the pulse 29 to determine the 
polarity of the transponder current pulses, ACK. Any of the 
other pulses in the transponder time WindoW could be used, 
but pulse 29 is the ?rst detected pulse of a longer duration 
than the current-step natural pulse-response period of the 
system, that We Would expect out of the conditioning ampli 
?er during the transponder ACK time WindoW. In practice 
the most reliable detection method checks that both pulse 29 
and 30 are present as longer back to back pulses of opposite 
polarity. The time duration of pulse 29 and 30 summed is 
fairly constant over track load current ranges and the actual 
magnitude of the transponder current used for Ia. The 
magnitude used for Ia may be alloWed to differ, as conve 
nient, over a large range, With a typical loWer limit of about 
ten to tWenty milliamperes, up to a range of several amperes 
or more. The non linear clamping diodes, 37 and 38, in the 
conditioning ampli?er, 6, provide a compressed output 
range for Va that keeps ACK pulses over Widely differing 
current values constrained to a limited range of voltage. 
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[0050] In this preferred embodiment With the ACK gen 
erated as described, the periods of pulse 29 and 30 sum to 
a measured time in the approximate range of eleven to 
tWelve microseconds. All the other pulses tend to be in the 
range of three to four microseconds, so can easily be 
distinguished from pulses 29 and 30 of about six microsec 
onds. The design of the ACK pulse train timing intentionally 
accentuated the contrast betWeen the shorter three-micro 
second Width of pulse 28 and the Wider six microseconds of 
pulse 29, after both have been ampli?ed and converted to a 
binary data stream. This provides a strong timing measure 
ment contrast that alloWs an easy determination of the most 
probable location of the pulses 28 and 29. 

[0051] With high load currents in the current sensor trans 
former (When running many engines on the attached track) 
the pulses 26 and 27 may be highly distorted or deleted due 
to the changing transfer characteristics of most practical 
magnetic core materials that can be used for current sensor 
construction. For this reason, these leading pulses are not the 
best choice for ACK polarity determination. The pulse 26 is 
in the same direction as the reference load current pulse 19, 
since it results from current starting to How in the same 
direction as the transponder load current, but is a very poor 
choice for detection decisions. These early pulses may be 
used to alert the timing logic that an ACK pulse is occurring 
and start a search for the folloWing long pulse 29 and 30 
pulses. The transitions of these early pulses provide an 
approximate time reference or phase sample to lock on to 
prior to the accurate determination of the pulses 29 and 30. 
It is not possible to simply look at the pulse polarity of the 
ACK stream at a predetermined time since the ACK Wave 
forms typically detected may jitter over as many as three or 
four microseconds, Which can lead to voltage pulses being 
completely missed. For reliability the detection method 
needs to phase lock to the actual pulse stream as received, 
to alloW accurate time measurements of pulses. Using syn 
chroniZing link 42 does not alloW enough accuracy to 
exactly time pulse detection, but provides a coarse value of 
timing or alert to start searching for pulse 26. 

[0052] If pulses 26, 27, 28, 29 and 30 closely meet the 
ACK timing criteria individually and as a group then it is 
generally not necessary to measure pulses 31 and 32. Note 
that it is possible to have no pulses in the transponder time 
WindoW, and so it is reasonable to decide that ACK is not 
present if no pulses 26 or 27 are seen Within about ten 
microseconds after the start of the expected ACK time 
WindoW. It is also possible to count the number of signal 
transitions seen during the ACK time WindoW to provide 
detection cross-check but that is not as poWerful as measur 
ing each pulse. 

[0053] The design of an ACK pulse that can ef?ciently 
make use of the bene?ts of this invention folloW the broad 
analysis presented here and may be different to this preferred 
embodiment yet maintain the essence of the methods of the 
invention. The actual circuit implementation used should be 
adjusted so as to create pulses that are optimal for detection 
reliability. Using feWer than three current pulses in the ACK 
yields a detection Waveform With feWer uniquely detectable 
timing elements than the Waveform presented here. Slight 
time changes of the ACK pulse on times or off time spacing 
Will modify the detection Waveform, and the ACK Wave 
form presented here is a compromise betWeen current sensor 
response, minimum duration of a track voltage cycles and 
sensitivity to the operating environment. For example, if the 
25 pulse is delayed so the 30 cycle is a short pulse, then the 
ACK Waveform can be designed to have only a single Wide 
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pulse at 29. In a phase modulation and demodulation system, 
these Wider pulses appear as a phase reversal from the carrier 
phase and are very detectable. 

[0054] An interesting variation is having the acknoWl 
edgement pulses 23, 24 and 25 created With multiple step 
levels of currents so they encode more than one possible 
current level. It is then possible to have a multiplicity of 
current increment steps and a multiplicity of current decre 
ment steps Within each component current pulse of an ACK. 
This alloWs a more precise control of detector voltage 
polarity transitions by alloWing both varying of the pulse 
times to control the phasing of Va voltage pulses, and the 
fact that We can noW add voltage control of either polarity 
at any point We need. This is because With a simple bi-valued 
current (Ia) pulse, after the current is stepped doWn by being 
sWitched off (leading to a positive Va pulse in FIG. 2), We 
have no ability generate another step doWn of current. This 
second doWnWard step of current Would alloW another 
positive excursion to extend the total positive voltage pulse 
time. A second step doWn of current at this off time is not 
possible because any decrement of current Would have to 
make the la pulse of a negative value (less than Zero), Which 
is not possible Without complexity of an extra negative 
voltage supply in the transponder. An intermediate set of 
steps alloWs precise control of the Va detection Waveform by 
controlling the placement of negative and positive voltages 
not being constrained that an current ON transition can only 
be folloWed by a current OFF event. It is possible to 
transition the full current range is a single step, not using 
intermediate steps, and then use intermediate steps on the 
opposite current change, or any combination. Non-linear 
gain in the conditioning ampli?er tends to keep the output 
steps compressed irrespective of current pulse magnitude. 
This current step combination is chosen to give an optimal 
detection Waveform. 

[0055] For completeness, a sample of a typical erroneous 
voltage Waveform, Ve, from an echo is also shoWn in FIG. 
2. The reference load current direction is shoWn as the same 
as for the good ACK Waveform, Va. It starts With a negative 
voltage pulse, 69, con?rming or de?ning the reference load 
current direction. The voltage pulses during the ACK time 
WindoW are the opposite of a correct transponder ACK 
response. The ?rst Wide pulse of the series is 68 and is in the 
same negative polarity as the reference. This alloWs this part 
of the Waveform occurring during the ACK time WindoW to 
be accurately identi?ed as an echo Waveform. 

[0056] The Waveforms of FIG. 2 are shoWn for an ACK 
pulse that occurs While the track voltage, Vs, is in its cycle 
of highest or positive value, after its rising edge. It is just as 
likely that an ACK pulse may occur during the loWer value, 
or negative voltage cycle part of the Vs Waveform. If this is 
the case, the Waveform timings of Ia, Va, Vd and Ve are all 
reversed in polarity as from those shoWn in FIG. 2. The rules 
and methods described for ACK pulse detection are 
unchanged for either cycle of track voltage and current. 

[0057] The single ACK Waveform structure (composed of 
multiple interrelated pulses) shoWn here is de?ned to occur 
Within a prede?ned transponder time WindoW from a track 
voltage transition, after an interrogating command addressed 
to the transponder is received. This simple form of ACK just 
indicates that the transponder is present and con?rms its 
address or identity. In fact, this ACK is the ?rst ACK seen 
after the command is completed and hence is special. It 
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Would be proper to identify its special properties used in 
practice to date, by terming it as an identifying acknoWl 
edgment or ID_ACK. 

[0058] It is advantageous to expand this simple ID_TACK 
concept by repeating the ACK pattern in several consecutive 
track voltage cycles after the ?rst ACK is expected. An 
example of this is documented by the National Model 
Railroad Association, in a proposed Technical Note 
TN-9.2.1 of June 1998. Here they de?ne four ACK bursts or 
bits, each of the cycle timing of the singly employed Zimo 
ACK pulse, described earlier. After these four ACK bursts at 
the end of a neW command or packet, the track voltage 
timing is then de?ned as being associated With “restricted 
speed instruction encoding”, that is clearly not related to 
transponder information readback functions. The ?rst ACK 
is suf?cient to provide ID_ACK, as is the case With the Zimo 
implementation, and a further three alloWs encoding of other 
meanings. 
[0059] Providing a grouped multiplicity of redundant 
ACK pulses that are intended to be interpreted solely as an 
ID_ACK, exceeding the minimum required single ACK 
pulse, alloWs another novel possibility. For example, if the 
ID_ACK is de?ned as the detection of any one of the ?rst 
four possible ACK pulses to a neW transponder address or 
interrogation, this alloWs the detection electronics to time 
share, multiplex or monitor up to four current sensors. 

[0060] This alloWs a signi?cant cost reduction per tran 
sponder detector, since the electronics are a signi?cant 
contribution to the device cost. NoW the transponder gen 
erates an ID_ACK of four consecutive ACK pulses. 

[0061] The detection electronics sequences through each 
of the four sensors during the four ACK pulses that are noW 
sent as a simple acknoWledgement or ID_ACK. If a single 
ACK is seen on a sensor it can be accepted as one of four 
possible transponder responses to that interrogation and 
con?rms the location and identity of the transponder as in 
normal transponder practice. 
[0062] After the four ACK WindoWs reserved for 
ID_ACK, the sensor that detected a good ID_ACK is then 
monitored for further possible encoded transponder infor 
mation in the form of further ACK pulses. These can occur 
after the initial four ACK pulses noW de?ned as available for 
simple transponder acknoWledgement. 
[0063] Any folloWing ACK pulses are not needed to locate 
the transponder, and can occur on each track voltage cycle 
up to the completion of reception of the next command, 
Which then starts another transponder interrogation cycle. 

[0064] This alloWs the encoding of many types of useful 
information from the transponder back to the transponder 
detector and hence to the layout control system. Note that a 
multiplicity of ACK pulses may be chosen to expand this 
simple ID_ACK, not just the four as mentioned here. A 
singularity of non-redundant ACK pulses to perform the 
ID_ACK function is the limit of prior designs, such as the 
Zimo product. 

[0065] The analog pulse output, Va, of the conditioning 
ampli?er 6, as described so far is not in a format that is 
readily interpreted by the preferred decoding logic means, 9, 
Which is a fully digital detection method in the preferred 
embodiment. The voltage Va needs to be converted to a 
binary data stream by the decision threshold logic, 7, so that 
the logic and algorithms employed by element 9 can mea 
sure the pulse periods and sequences and hence decode ACK 
events. 
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[0066] In the preferred embodiment a voltage comparator 
With hysteresis is used to perform a binary decision thresh 
old on the Waveform Va. This produces the comparator 
output digital Waveform, Vd, shoWn in FIG. 2. The resistors 
39 and 40 introduce the correct amount of hysteresis. The 
resistor 41 driven by a tri-state digital logic control line from 
the decoding logic, 9, is a possible implementation of 
initialiZing link, 8. The hysteresis range sets the sensitivity 
of the system, and if it is too sensitive, ampli?er noise Will 
produce excessive false pulses. Note that since the compara 
tor is in an inverting con?guration to generate hysteresis, the 
comparator output goes loW When a positive eXcursion of Va 
eXceeds the positive threshold and goes high When Va goes 
beloW the negative hysteresis threshold. 

[0067] The comparator used to implement the decision or 
data detection item 7 in the preferred embodiment only 
produces a binary or tWo level output. If We Wish to 
automatically measure the reference load current direction 
We have to discriminate the digital data Waveform, Vd, at the 
transitions of track voltage Vs. A negative pulse on Va 
produces a positive pulse or high level on the comparator 
output and vice-versa for a positive Va pulse. The provision 
of hysteresis means the comparator has a memory of its last 
output When input signals are less than those required 
triggering a change of Output State. To determine reference 
track current direction We need to ?nd the voltage transition 
betWeen pulses 19 and 20 on Va, and then infer the direction 
from the neW state of the comparator. An added compleXity 
is that the timing of 19 and 20 both can vary Widely With the 
track current and voltage transition rate of the Vs Waveform 
generated by the booster. The end of pulse 20 is not easily 
found since at loW currents there is not enough of a negative 
ring from the end of pulse 20 to trip the comparator and mark 
the completion of positive pulse 20. Additionally the timing 
of track transition of Vs to the leading pulses 19 or 21 may 
have jitter and We cannot be certain state of the comparator 
at the end of the last track voltage cycle. 

[0068] To overcome these detection problems, it is useful 
to perform tWo consecutive timing measurements on con 
secutive transitions of Vs in the same direction. This pro 
vides a stable reference and removes errors When sensing on 
edges With opposite transitions. To ensure correct initial 
states for the comparator We employ an initialiZing link, 8, 
to alternately set and reset the comparator output state to a 
knoWn level. This link is employed before the earliest 
possible emergence of a leading edge pulse, 19 or 21, When 
the voltage of Va has returned to its resting state less than the 
comparator input change threshold voltages. Link 8 operates 
by perturbing the hysteresis level With the required change 
needed to force the comparator output to the desired state. 
This connection is implemented in any manner to give at 
least three possible actions; no modi?cation of comparator 
output state, initialiZe the comparator output state to loW, and 
initialiZe the comparator output state to high. 

[0069] The sequence of events is, for eXample, to initialiZe 
the comparator output, Vd, initially loW before pulse 19 can 
occur at the rising edge of Vs. We then Wait for, and start 
timing reference time, T1, from the transition of Vs going 
positive. A negative pulse 19 Will then set the comparator 
output high and then a positive pulse 20 Will then force Vd 
loW again as a falling edge. This time, T1, for this falling 
edge change of Vd identi?es the end of a negative initial 
pulse 19 and the beginning of 20. 
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[0070] We Wait for the negative cycle value of Vs to start 
and then We noW set the comparator before the neXt rising 
edge of Vs Would lead to a repetition of another negative 
pulse, like 19. We noW time a second period, T2, from the 
Vs rising edge to a possible rising edge of Vd at the end of 
the folloWing positive voltage pulse. We employ a timer 
maXimum value to ensure that if We see no rising edge that 
We do not Wait for an excessive time. In no case can T2 be 
any shorter than the Width of both the negative and then 
positive pulses. T1 cannot be any longer than the initial 
negative pulse of 19. In this case, if the voltage Waveform is 
as shoWn, We Will get T1 less than T2 indicating a reference 
load current direction With a leading negative pulse for a 
rising edge of Vs. 

[0071] For either initialiZed Vd state, We time the period 
elapsed to return to the same Vd state after the Vs transition 
occurs. 

[0072] If the reference load current pulse, 19, is initially 
positive, for a load current reference direction opposite of 
that just measured, We ?nd that measuring T1, looking for a 
negative edge from the comparator being made loW before 
pulse 19, Will yield period at least as long as both pulses 19 
and 20 or a maXimum timeout limit. Performing the T2 
measurement, after initialiZing the comparator set high on 
the neXt folloWing positive edge of Vs, We Will get a positive 
edge measurement of Vd that is the just the Width the leading 
positive pulse. Here We knoW that if T1 is greater than T2 We 
have a reference load current direction that gives a leading 
positive pulse for a rising edge of Vs. This is a differential 
time measurement and alloWs us to accurately infer the 
polarity sequence of 19 and 20, only relying on suf?cient 
signal to detect both 19 and 20. 

[0073] If We perform the same measurement of direction 
With the track transition Vs falling, instead of rising as 
shoWn in FIG. 2, We Will ?nd the Va and Vd Waveforms With 
opposite polarity. Here for a folloWing valid ACK pulse, 
phase or time locked to the falling edge of Vs, We Will get 
period T1 greater than T2, and thus We knoW the initial load 
current reference pulse of Va is noW positive and so it 
folloWs a pulse 29 must be negative (opposite the reference) 
for a good ACK. 

[0074] The absolute direction of the reference load current 
is of no concern, and it alternates on each polarity of the 
track voltage. This automated time measuring technique 
yields the polarity of the initial load current pulses With 
respect to change of Vs in one direction. Knowing this 
voltage polarity immediately tells us What polarities each 
pulse of a good ACK pulse stream should be. That is, if pulse 
19 is negative, as shoWn by T1 period being less than T2 
then We need the pulse 26 also to be negative, or the pulse 
29 to be positive (opposite the reference) for a good ACK 
Waveform. 

[0075] This measurement method alloWs the invention’s 
key concept of echo discrimination to be performed by 
solely inspecting and timing the output, Vd, of the decision 
threshold logic, 7. No other assumptions need to be made. 

[0076] The detection means, 9, to analyZe the Va or Vd 
Waveform and detect echoes may be created straightfor 
Wardly by those skilled in the art of digital circuit design and 
analog and digital signal processing techniques, by using the 
rules for interpreting the important pulse properties that have 
been discussed here. A preferred approach is to employ 
softWare timing, analysis and decoding techniques that are 
implemented in a high-speed microprocessor or digital sig 
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nal processor. This allows a ?exible design and loWest 
hardware costs. In particular the detection algorithm is 
triggered by transitions of Vs conducted by link 42. The 
softWare then executes fast timing loops or in-line high 
speed input sampling code sequences that can measure the 
timing of digital pulses, Vd, by detecting the changes in its 
voltage state. These timing measurements are then revieWed 
by a softWare algorithm that is designed to recogniZe alloW 
able pulse timings and reject pulse timings and sequences 
that are invalid. Other softWare that executes in the proces 
sor also decodes the commands encoded by the track voltage 
Waveform and determines Where transponder time WindoWs 
are expected. 

[0077] A further softWare module combines this informa 
tion to infer from measurement results What type of response 
needs to then be sent to the rest of the control system over 
link 10. It is possible to perform the pulse time measure 
ments With analog time discrimination techniques, external 
pulse measuring devices or even timing capture units that 
may be integrated in the processor. These non-softWare 
approaches are augmentations that may simplify the burdens 
placed on the system softWare. For example it is possible to 
use phase-lock techniques, like those used for the recovery 
of the color reference burst used in color TV Waveforms. A 
folloWing synchronous detector can then easily detect the 
intentional phase transitions encoded by the ACK pulse 
format described in this invention. The information output to 
the rest of the system, 10, may be designed and con?gured 
in any manner to meet the connection and information 
distribution method chosen for the rest of the layout control 
system components. 

[0078] Any un-synchroniZed current transitions that occur 
at random times during a track poWer voltage cycle may 
inject spurious noise pulses into the output of the condition 
ing ampli?er. These noise voltage pulses occur With a loWer 
rate than the expected pulses, but must be guarded against by 
the appropriate design of the detection algorithms that 
process the current pulse information. For example; it is 
possible to have simple tests to ensure valid pulses are of an 
expected duration, and only process pulses that occur Within 
explicit time WindoWs and ignore other that are outside the 
correct time WindoWs. Since track commands and addresses 
are continually repeated or refreshed to the track it is 
possible to used a Weighted average of detection events to 
make the ?nal detection decisions to be output to the rest of 
the control system by connection 10, thus lessening the 
effect of spurious noise. The determination of the reference 
current direction can occur on every track voltage cycle and 
so is easily averaged and Weighted to provide an error free 
direction or polarity decision. 

[0079] It is important to note that only the relative rela 
tionship of direction of the transponder current pulses, Ia, to 
the reference current direction, I1, during the transponder 
current time WindoW need to be considered for this inven 
tion. This relationship is ?xed by the fact that the current 
loads Z1 and Za are connected to exactly the same circuit 
and are ?xed When the transponder device is installed in the 
rolling stock or even When a ?xed transponder is connected 
to the layout. If a track connection is reversed by reversing 
the track placement of rolling stock, or a current sensor 
connection is reversed, the relationship of these currents to 
one another remains the same although both Will then be 
reversed in polarity. The decoding logic, 9, interpreting the 
sensor information simply takes account of this fact. If the 
transponder pulse generator also includes the decoded con 
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trol of other loads such as motors and lights it is good 
practice and straightforWard to arrange for all current 
changes to these controlled items to be made outside of the 
transponder current detection time WindoWs. Excessively 
noisy devices such as DC motors With badly adjusted 
brushes may be improved by utiliZing standard noise and 
?ltering techniques. Statistically, these noise sources can 
generate a series of pulses, but the time detection WindoWs 
of the detectors reject all the noise that falls outside the 
alloWed times. 

[0080] The 1993 introduction of the AutoreverseTM feature 
for model railroad layouts by Digitrax Inc. creates a situation 
that the transponder detector logic, 9, must consider. If an 
autoreverse decision and reversal action occurs in the track 
section betWeen the polarity current pulses at the start of a 
track voltage cycle and the transponder current pulses, Ia, 
then the normal relationship betWeen these tWo currents Will 
be reversed for just that track cycle. Accordingly, the dis 
crimination of valid and echo currents Will be brie?y upset. 
The control logic can simply average detection events and 
then can reject isolated occurrences that are due to autor 
everse events. The ?ltering of detection events is employed 
at all stages of a prudent detector design. 

[0081] A simpli?ed implementation of this invention may 
be created Where the installer of the current sensors manu 
ally presets the reference current direction for each sensor to 
a standard value. In this manner the electronics Will not need 
to measure and automatically decide the reference current 
direction by interpreting the current pulses seen by the 
current sensors. It Will maintain the reference current direc 
tion as ?xed relative to the state of the track voltage, Vs, 
polarity de?ned in the transponder pulse time WindoW at 
installation time. The electronics and control logic Will still 
discriminate echoes by the method of comparing the tran 
sponder current pulse direction to this preset reference 
current direction as the preferred embodiment of this inven 
tion does. 

[0082] This method Works With track command voltage 
encoding methods and decoders that detect the transponder 
current pulse time solely by timing the changes of track 
voltages and not the absolute track voltage polarity, or if the 
locomotive alWays physically picks up the same track polar 
ity independent of track orientation. An example of the latter 
is locomotives that pick up track current via a central track 
pickup shoe underneath or overhead Wire pickup, Which 
both maintain a constant track feed polarity. 

[0083] On systems meeting either of these criteria, if a 
locomotive With a transponder is reversed in its placement 
orientation on the track it Will still calculate the same exact 
transponder current pulse time WindoW. 

[0084] With a timed pulse track command encoding, even 
though the track voltage seen by the locomotive is noW 
reversed in polarity, the transponder time WindoW is still 
?xed in time relative to the command. The reference load 
current and transponder currents are both in the same 
direction, and are noW reversed locally in the locomotive. 
These current directions Will appear unchanged to the cur 
rent sensor since the time of the transponder pulses and the 
polarity of Vs conducted to the detector logic via the 
synchroniZing link 42 are unchanged. If the locomotive 
alWays picks up the same track polarity then the current 
sensor Will never see a changed reference current direction 
in the track section it is monitoring. 
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[0085] If the polarity of the track voltage Vs feeding into 
the current sensor is reversed, or the current sensor leads are 
swapped, then the reference current direction for that current 
sensor relative to the polarity of Vs Will be reversed. 

[0086] At installation it is possible to setup the reference 
current direction by simply placing a knoWn Working tran 
sponder in the track section to be setup. If no transponder is 
detected then the direction of the primary conductor, or 
alternatively the leads of the current transformer secondary, 
are sWapped. With this reversal of current detector direction, 
transponder detection should occur. NoW the reference cur 
rent direction has been ?xed relative to the phase of the track 
voltage Vs, seen via the synchroniZing link 42, at the 
transponder pulse time WindoW. 

[0087] It is possible to have reference current reversing 
due to the use of autoreverse in the booster or devices 
feeding the current detector. The detection algorithm must 
then ?nd and account for the change of reference current 
direction, for the duration that autoreversing occurs. By 
comparing the present phase of track voltage Vs, at the ?xed 
transponder pulse time WindoW, to the track voltage phase or 
polarity setup at installation time, it is possible to detect 
When the track voltage Vs has been reversed. The detector 
logic then can sWap its present reference current direction to 
alloW it to correctly discriminate echoes. Post detection 
?ltering should still be employed to ensure that noise 
induced detections are rejected. 

[0088] The detection of the just the reference load current 
and its direction may be employed to also perform track 
occupancy detection as Well as transponder detection using 
the same electronics. If current detector sensitivity and 
conditioning ampli?er gains are suitably chosen, then it is 
possible to perform occupancy detection that detects con 
stant occupancy current loads on the track. Note that it is 
useful to have the gain and the frequency response of the 
conditioning ampli?er, 5, and the decision threshold of the 
decision threshold logic, 7, able to be modi?ed under 
command of the decoding logic, 9. In particular if the loW 
frequency response of the conditioning ampli?er is extended 
to a loWer frequency during the interval that occupancy 
detection is performed, then improved occupancy detection 
is possible because more of the loWer frequency signal 
component created by a steady occupancy current draW is 
available for detection. In contrast, during the detection of 
transponder current, Ia, it is important to raise the loW 
frequency response of the ampli?er. This minimiZes the 
duty-cycle or pulse distortion that is possible When the 
reference load current changes and its loWer frequency 
components are ampli?ed and add a slight slope to the 
baseline voltage of the conditioning ampli?er output, Va. 

[0089] If the detector needs to Work on a layout run on 
pure DC track control voltages that have no track poWer 
edge transitions that cause current pulses in attached loads, 
then it is possible to add an external DC search current pulse 
generator, 43, that enables the occupancy detection to Work. 
In this case the DC search pulse generator, 43, produces 
loW-duty cycle voltage pulses, that do not affect layout DC 
operations, and that are also synchroniZed by a logic con 
nection, 42 to the decoding logic. If there is a current load, 
I1, that completes the track circuit, the chosen value of 
search current or voltage pulses create a detectable current 
superimposed on the DC track current that is processed as 
described earlier to provide occupancy detection. 
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[0090] An alternative alloWing reliable and sensitive DC 
track occupancy detection Without the need for search pulse 
generator, 43, is to provide an additional universal track 
occupancy sensor explained later in this disclosure. 

[0091] For simplicity, the conditioning ampli?er, 6, is 
shoWn as a single stage inverting gain implementation in 
FIG. 2. It may be implemented With multiple cascaded 
ampli?er stages Which are designed to provide signal con 
ditioning such that the output voltage, Va, resembles the 
Waveform shoWn in FIG. 2 When the circuitry is connected 
in the manner shoWn in FIG. 1. The resistor 33 and capacitor 
34 are employed to set the loW frequency limit for the 
ampli?er. Resistor 36 in combination With 33 sets the 
mid-frequency gain for the ampli?er and the capacitor 35 is 
employed to set the high frequency cutoff of the ampli?er. 
Acurrent sensor implemented as a current transformer needs 
a burden resistance to control the impedance re?ected back 
to the primary conductor. Additionally a secondary tuning 
capacitor may be used to tune the transformer. These com 
ponents are speci?c to a sensor implementation and are not 
shoWn in FIG. 1 explicitly. The back to back signal diodes, 
37 and 38, alloW the ampli?er to limit its voltage sWings 
When large current pulses are seen, avoiding the possibility 
of the ampli?er entering saturation Which Will destroy pulse 
ampli?cation ?delity. By employing this Well knoWn non 
linear gain technique, loW voltage levels corresponding to 
the small transponder current pulses can have maximum 
ampli?cation for good detection sensitivity. Other types of 
non-linear and ampli?cation techniques may be employed to 
provide the needed conditioning ampli?er functionality of 
item 6, and these Would folloW the spirit of this invention. 
In particular it is possible to capture the output of a current 
sensor and convert it directly to digital data With a fast and 
high-resolution analog to digital converter. A person skilled 
in the art of design and implementation of digital processing 
algorithms may then mimic the action of the conditioning 
ampli?er and also the decision logic embodied in the deci 
sion threshold logic of item 7. In either case; of discrete 
implementation of items 6 and 7 or a digital version of these 
functions or a hybrid mixture of the tWo approaches, the 
decoding logic is typically performed by an algorithm based 
decoding state machine in element 9. This may be either 
softWare executing in a suitable processor or a logic gate 
implementation of a state machine. 

[0092] The comparator initialiZation link, 8, (used for a 
binary data decision implementation) is not explicitly 
needed in the analog to digital converter and softWare 
algorithm approach, since the analog to digital converter 
data is has non-binary or multiple data values, including 
polarity. It is then possible for the softWare algorithm to 
directly test the digital data values of the polarity pulse pairs 
to determine the reference load current direction for any 
track voltage cycle. 

[0093] The track voltage command decoding algorithms 
that may be used in item 9 are not presented here since they 
are Widely knoWn public domain techniques, and depend on 
the Which of the many possible methods is chosen to encode 
commands and address information to the track. The success 
of this invention relies on the interpretation of the funda 
mental meaning of the track current sensor information and 
not the track data-coding format used. This method of 
discriminating echoes When using loW current feedback 
pulses may be adapted to all currently knoWn track data 
encoding methods by those With suitable engineering skills. 
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[0094] An interesting usage is the employment of this 
transponding on layouts controlled by loW frequency AC 
voltage Waveforms. In this case the AC poWer polarity 
reversals may be used to initiate the transponder time 
WindoWs. If there is no explicit encoding of the track voltage 
Waveform to determine an encoded address, then the tran 
sponder can automatically revert to the transponder encod 
ing of its address by calculating a unique ID_ACK time 
WindoW based solely upon its unique address, and then 
produce an ID_ACK at this unique time WindoW. This 
alternate timed method of transponder implementation is 
useful When it is not possible to determine a unique ID_ACK 
WindoW by decoding the track Waveform for a unique 
address, and hence interrogation. The complementary tran 
sponder detector uses a matching logic to then scan for 
ID_ACK pulses in each of the possibly de?ned encoded 
time WindoWs that the transponder may calculate. 

[0095] If a transponder device is placed on a pure DC 
poWered track section, it may automatically revert to an 
entirely different transponder encoding method, appropriate 
to method employed for track control that it is able to detect. 
In the DC poWer case the transponder noW generates a series 
of ACK pulses that encode its unique ID or address in a 
prede?ned binary or digitally timed manner. To ensure 
detection of a multiplicity of transponders in a single DC 
poWered track section, the duration of the unique identi?er 
bursts is kept as short as practical, and the bursts are then 
repeated in a regular manner but With an intentional time 
randomness, to alloW the possibility of occasional overlaps 
and collisions. The bursts are encoded in a manner that 
alloWs for the detection of the overlap of bursts from 
different transponders, so that the information may be 
rejected as possibly corrupted. By keeping a loW duty-cycle 
of burst duration to repetition time, and randomiZing each 
transmission about this mean repetition transmit time, there 
is a good probability of detection When multiple transpon 
ders are present. An example of an encoded burst of about 
one millisecond, and a repetition time of one hundred 
milliseconds average, With a jitter randomly created in 
multiples of one millisecond is practical. If the DC poWer 
used is the Well knoWn pulsed-poWer or timed bursts of 
unipolar current method, it is also possible to then phase 
lock and encode transponder ID_ACK WindoWs as for the 
method used for AC poWer, using the pulse poWer transitions 
for timing. 

[0096] Referring to FIG. 4, a current sensor may be 
constructed for model railroad current detection With novel 
planar techniques that alloW high quality and loW cost 
magnetic current sensors to be manufactured. This method 
uses an insulating substrate, 50, that has the search coil or 
secondary Winding of the current transformer, 51, for the 
current sensor imprinted upon it by any of the standard 
methods use to create conductive traces on an insulating 
substrate. These may include, but are not limited to, printed 
circuit board fabrication processes, printing or stenciling of 
a metallic material such as paste or inks, or deposition and 
etching or selective mechanical removal of a metallic layer. 
Although the primary current carrying conductor operates at 
a much higher current level than the secondary or search 
coil, it may also be simultaneously fabricated using this 
method as long as the conductor pattern is designed to 
permit a safe current density for the materials used. Typi 
cally the primary conductor is an order of magnitude or more 
Wider than the secondary coil conductors. 
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[0097] One or more apertures, 44, can be created through 
the center of this search coil Which alloW the introduction of 
suitable magnetic components, 45, that create a magnetic 
?ux circuit linking the secondary coil and the primary 
current carrying conductor, 46. The primary current conduc 
tor is typically a single pass of a track current carrying 
conductor through the magnetic circuit shared With the 
secondary coil to form a current transformer. This primary 
current conductor, 46, may also be fabricated on the sub 
strate in the same manner as the secondary coil, or may 
alternatively be threaded through the magnetic circuit, 45, as 
a separate Wire, 47, for a simpler and smaller planar unit. 
The planar construction of the secondary or search coil, 51, 
alloWs a sensor structure that is compact, easy to handle and 
automate in manufacturing, yields stable manufacturing 
tolerances, and has minimum inter-Winding stray capaci 
tance that can limit the required high frequency response. 

[0098] Most magnetic materials need air gaps to ensure 
they do not magnetically saturate at high currents, Which 
leads to a drastic loss of magnetic coupling and output 
signal. The air gaps are chosen by a compromise betWeen 
current sensitivity that is enhanced With smaller gaps and 
saturation current capacity that increases With larger air 
gaps. Those skilled at magnetic circuit design may deter 
mine the correct magnetic components and air gaps When 
detector characteristics are chosen. An interesting possibility 
is that When a thin substrate is employed it is possible to 
avoid cutting apertures for the magnetic components. It is 
then possible to simply place the magnetic components on 
either side of the substrate to create a suitable magnetic 
circuit, using the substrate thickness to establish the air gap 
geometry. 

[0099] It is useful to stack up and interconnect multiple 
search or secondary coils to increase the number of Winding 
turns in the ?nal secondary or search coil. This increases 
current transformer sensitivity. It is possible to arrange the 
electrical connection of the stacked coils to be completed 
during the assembly process by the inclusion of appropri 
ately matching and aligned surface mount pads or through 
hole leads. These then connect by the introduction of solder, 
solder paste, conductive adhesive or other conductive con 
nection method used during the assembly process. 

[0100] The substrate may be con?gured so it is possible to 
attach to it the required current transformer burden imped 
ance, 48, for simplicity of construction. Other components, 
49, used to create a resonant tank circuit With the secondary 
circuit, or any other detector components may also be 
attached to the substrate used to create the search coil and 
current transformer. The complete detector electronic cir 
cuitry may be designed to share the same substrate as the 
current transformers. 

[0101] In this case it is useful to use a multi-?lar and 
symmetrical arrangement of quad stripline conductors car 
rying the load currents from the off-board connectors to the 
primary current turns of the current transformers. This 
con?guration is designed using standard EMC design and 
geometry techniques to null the nearby radiated magnetic 
?elds to unrelated sensors in close proximity and signi? 
cantly cuts the mutual coupling and interference betWeen 
sensors. 

[0102] An imprinted shorted turn perimeter conductor is 
easily added around the outside of the magnetic circuit of a 
magnetic sensor fabricated on a planar substrate. This is 
used to divert stray external ?ux, that is not Wholly con 
tained Within the shorted turn, from penetrating the substrate 
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and linking into the sensor’s magnetic path. This lowers 
noise pickup from external sources. 

[0103] If the planar coil is used as a component in a 
separate magnetic assembly for transponder current sensing, 
then it is useful to surround the outside of the created current 
sensor With a conductive foil or material that acts as a 

shorted turn and that Will exclude the pickup of stray ?ux 
from conductors that do not pass through the magnetic path 
of the assembly. 

[0104] With this planar fabrication method it is possible to 
add a third or tertiary conductor to the magnetic sensor that 
can be used to inject a calibration current to con?rm sensor 
operation. Manipulation of the timing of this calibration 
current may also be used to effectively execute the same 
setting and resetting of the decision threshold logic that the 
connection 8 performs. A single tertiary calibration conduc 
tor can be serially connected through a multiplicity of 
independent planar sensors on the same substrate and per 
form the same function on all sensors. 

[0105] The basic usage of a transponder acknoWledge 
ment pulse is to simply identify any addressed devices that 
are Within a single transponder detection track section. 

[0106] A useful extension is readback of internal device 
information prompted by a speci?c readback command 
addressed to that device. This requirement is suggested in 
the, currently unde?ned, advanced feedback of con?gura 
tion variables in the National Model Railroad public domain 
standards for Digital Command Control, DCC. It is de?ned 
as an extension of the single con?rmation pulse available in 
Service Mode programming readback de?ned by the NMRA 
Recommended Practice RP-9.2.3. 

[0107] Additional and novel neW concepts are also pos 
sible 

[0108] Current practice is that transponder ACK replies 
are related With, and are timed to folloW explicitly encoded 
unique addresses or interrogations directed to a speci?c 
transponder. 

[0109] A neW concept is to reserve de?ned time periods of 
possible ACK responses, exclusive of the ID_ACK time, 
and dedicate these possible ACK response WindoWs to 
encode information from sources for example items 72 and 
73, that are not related to the address that the previous track 
command had intended to interrogate. This is a poWerful 
extension, since We can pre-assign these neW external or 

EXT_ACK possibilities to any type of binary information, 
from items 72 and 73, Way may Wish to conduct into the 
layout control system using the transponder detector infra 
structure. Each of the reserved EXT_ACK WindoWs is 
identi?ed and then assigned, by any method, to a device that 
may produce an ACK pulse in this WindoW. The meaning of 
any particular EXT_ACK response may be de?ned as any 
thing required. If the transponders’ timing has loW time jitter 
or the ACK detection criteria are loosened to alloW more 

timing jitter during a selected ACK WindoW, then it is 
possible to detect multiple simultaneous and synchroniZed 
ACK pulses. This means that it also possible to assign 
selected EXT_ACK WindoWs so multiple devices may 
respond and that We detect any one of many devices 
responding, even though We may not be able to identify the 
source of the sender. This is useful for example, to convey 
an alarm condition. 
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[0110] A transponder on the tracks, With a uniquely 
assigned EXT_ACK WindoW, may be con?gured to send an 
alloWed EXT_ACK in response to a signal generated by a 
particular angle of an associated track Wheel or timing cam. 
This alloWs an external layout sound generator that is 
connected to receive information from transponder detec 
tors, to create synchroniZed sounds for the layout. Of 
particular bene?t is that this alloWs layout surround sound to 
be generated that is appropriate for the transponder equipped 
device, for example an articulated steam engine sound as 
distinct from a narroW-gauge shay steam engine sound. 
Since the transponders also provide layout location, it is not 
only possible to provide prototypically accurate synchro 
niZed steam chuff and sounds, but noW each individual 
sound may be blended into multiple loudspeakers With 
amplitude and time delay controlled to project a perceived 
acoustic image of its actual location on the railroad layout. 
Note that most control systems send many commands per 
second and each of the commands sent may elicit an 
EXT_ACK response, so the response time of this 
EXT_ACK method is not limited by the rate commands are 
sent to any single address. 

[0111] It is also possible to alloW the de?ned EXT_ACK 
WindoWs to occur conditionally only in response to a par 
ticular condition or situation that all devices can recogniZe. 

[0112] The addition or removal of transponder equipped 
units from the layout may be monitored to alert the control 
system to faults or other activities, as separate from units 
that are simply reporting location information. 

[0113] Here it is useful to allocate an EXT_ACK type of 
response WindoW to a neW state called a NACK. This NACK 
(not acknoWledgement) is generated by a transponder that 
has not been addressed in a sensible period by the system, 
since it Was placed on the poWered tracks. This alerts the 
system to then initiate a scan for the neW unit With an address 
that is currently not in use. Upon being addressed by a 
command from the system, a transponder in the NACK 
responding state provides a normal ID_ACK response and 
stops sending the NACK alarm. The system can then detect 
the neW address and its location, even though it is not 
required to assert control of the unit at that time. Multiple 
devices in the NACK state may be detected at the same time. 

[0114] To conserve the limited resource of available 
EXT_ACK WindoWs, it is possible to qualify the EXT_ACK 
WindoW that de?nes a NACK response to occur only after a 
particular condition. In this instance it is sensible to use the 
occurrence of a null address, that de?nes a command is 
“idle” and goes to no address as the condition that alloWs the 
NACK condition to be transmitted by the transponder. In 
this case the system periodically issues this condition, the 
null or idle command, and then sees if any NACK responses 
folloW that Would indicate a scan of possible addresses is 
needed because a neW un-addressed unit has been placed on 
the layout. It is useful to also de?ne the NACK response to 
be comprised of the same number of ACK responses as the 
ID_ACK is, to alloW the transponder detectors to have 
multiplexed sensors and still fully monitor all sensors. 

[0115] With some command systems the range of 
addresses is very large, and may be in the many thousands 
of units, and places a burden of a possibly very long scan 
time to search all unused addresses and ?nd a unit reporting 
the NACK alarm State. A further expansion to solve this is 
to provide an additional EXT_ACK alarm feature for frac 
tional address acknoWledgement or ADR_ACK. This is 
ADR_ACK designed to be issued When de?ned sub-sets of 
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available address bits match those same bits of the last 
issued command address. This allows the search algorithm 
to partition the range of addresses to be searched, and then 
?nd if a NACK responding device exists in any of the 
possible address ranges. Once the fraction of addressable 
ranges With NACK responding units has been initially 
searched, then the system is only required to search the 
addresses in the identi?ed address ranges. This can speed up 
the search algorithm from that of an exhaustive search by a 
factor of ten to ?fty times or more, depending on the total 
address range and hoW many sub-address groupings are 
chosen to be searched. As for the associated NACK and 
ID_ACK, the ADR_ACK may be expanded to a matching 
number of ACK pulses. 

[0116] It is useful for transponder detectors to process the 
interruption of ID_ACK pulses from units on the layout that 
it has tracked, to determine if they may have moved to other 
sections of the layout and are reported by other transponder 
detection devices. If a transponder appears elseWhere, as 
reported to the layout control system, then the transponder 
detector seeing a loss of ACK_ID signal for this device can 
terminate monitoring of this address. If a alarm period 
elapses With no detection anyWhere else on the layout, then 
the transponder detector can issue an alarm to the system 
that a unit has been removed from normal operation the 
layout and provide a unit address, location and time of signal 
loss. This is useful for detecting human interventions or 
derailments. In a netWorked layout control system the tran 
sponder detection devices may implement this removal 
alarm logic Without burdening other control elements in the 
system. If the transponder detection devices are in a cen 
traliZed system Without autonomous logic alloWed then the 
main system control logic has to perform this alarm state 
function. 

[0117] FIG. 5 shoWs the design for a universal track 
occupancy detector that has useful properties. With direct 
home Wiring from the track poWer booster, 1, the track 
voltage Vs is alWays positive With respect to the system 
ground reference point, 65. Using the standard back to back 
current sense diodes, items 52 and 53, means that the 
detection voltages are developed differentially across the 
approximate 0.75V diode forWard voltage drops While the 
diodes are changing from almost ground reference to the 
maximum peak voltage of Vs. This may be up to approxi 
mately +22 volts if used With G-gauge model layouts. To 
detect this small occupancy detection voltage With such a 
large and often high frequency common mode voltage 
sWing, puts a stringent requirement on the voltage detection 
devices used. To use most integrated circuit operational 
ampli?ers or comparators, a high supply voltage greater than 
Vs must be used to ensure that the input voltages do not 
exceed the alloWable device common mode input ranges. 
Alternatively input attenuators may be employed With pre 
cise matching to divide the input voltages. Any attenuator 
division errors tend to convert the Vs common mode voltage 
into erroneous detection voltages, since the detection volt 
age is a fraction of a volt and is typically 25 to 50 times 
smaller than the track voltages used. 

[0118] The solution presented by the circuit in FIG. 5 is to 
perform the detection only When the track voltage, Vs, is at 
its loWest potential above the ground reference, 65, since the 
full track current is ?oWing through the sense diodes 52 and 
53. The diodes 55 and 58 are used to block or isolate the 
sensing of the voltages across the detection diodes 52 and 53 
When they are above the detector supply voltage, Vx, item 
66. When the detection voltages across diodes 52 and 53 are 
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beloW the value of Vx, by the amount of the on voltage of 
the blocking diodes 55 and 58, then the resistor pair 56 and 
57 and pair 59 and 60 act as an attenuator biased by the 
voltage offset of Vx. 

[0119] The point betWeen resistors 56 and 57 develop 
Vtrk, a sample of the track detection voltage that represents 
the track connected end of the current sensing diodes, 52 and 
53. The point betWeen resistors 59 and 60 develop Vref, a 
reference voltage that represents the reference connected 
end of the current sensing diodes, 52 and 53. 

[0120] With this design, the ratios of resistor 56 to 57 and 
59 to 60 are chosen to create detection voltages With the 
most advantageous values for detection. If the voltage 
comparison logic, 61, is performed digitally after the detec 
tion voltages Vtrk and Vref have been digitiZed by an analog 
to digital converter, then the tWo attenuators Will have the 
same division ratio. The on voltage of blocking diodes 55 
and 58 are closely matched since they are the same type of 
diodes operating at similar current levels and at the same 
temperature. In practical operation they do not need to be 
exactly matched. If a comparator directly performs the 
detection comparison of Vtrk and Vref, then the attenuator 
ratios may be slightly different so as to develop a chosen 
offset voltage that conveniently becomes the detection volt 
age decision threshold. 

[0121] Typically Vx is in the convenient range of +5 to 
+12 volts DC, and the detector Will Work comparing Vtrk to 
Vref even With the track voltage Vs cycling to an extreme 
peak value of +22 Volts or more. Values of 27 kilo-ohms for 
resistors 56 and 59, and 47 kilo-ohms for resistors 57 and 60, 
and Vx at +5 volts give a attenuation ratio of approximately 
63% of Vs With an offset of +2.15 volts. In this case the Vtrk 
and Vref voltages can sWing from +2.15 volts to +5 volts 
When Vs sWings from ground reference to +22V. 

[0122] The resistor 54 is employed for several reasons. It 
is used to set the desired detector sensitivity, to create a 
discharge path to ensure that the diodes 52 and 53 have their 
internal space charges dissipated rapidly on current ?oW 
reversal and to also ensure a short time constant for the 
voltage transient caused by track voltage excursions charg 
ing the feeder and track stray capacitance, 62, to ground. If 
a value of 1 kilo-ohm is chosen for resistor 54 then With a 
track voltage Vs of 0 to +12 volts a typical model railroad 
detection test resistor of 22 kilo-ohms across the detection 
track Will cause a detection voltage of 0.52 volts across the 
resistor 54. 

[0123] With matched attenuator ratios of 63% the voltages 
of Vref and Vtrk Will then differ by about 0.328 volts When 
Vs sWings to 0 volts With respect to ground, 65. In this 
circuit Vtrk Will be more positive than Vref by the 0.328 
volts stated. These voltages are of suf?cient magnitude as to 
be easily processed Without further ampli?cation. If the 
ratios of the attenuator are modi?ed by Worst case deviations 
of attenuator values of +5% and —5% then it can be shoWn 
the detection voltages are only changed by —0.12 volts and 
+0.098 volts respectively. This is considerably less than the 
0.328 volt detection voltage When using a 22 kilo-ohm 
detection resistance threshold, Which indicates that the cir 
cuit is not sensitive to component tolerances. 

[0124] With a 22 kilo-ohm detection load We need not 
consider the diode currents in 52 and 53, since 0.52 volts 
across them is beloW the forWard conduction voltage of 
standard high current diodes used in this application. With 
loW impedance track loads that alloW many amperes of load 
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current, the diodes 52 and 53 conduct almost all this current 
With a typical voltage drop of 1V to 1.5V, depending on the 
exact diodes chosen and the actual current. 

[0125] The preferred embodiment uses an analog to digital 
converter to sample and convert the detection voltages Vtrk 
and Vref. This circuit design ensures that the input voltage 
range for these tWo voltages alWays remain Within the 
alloWable range for standard converters operating from a +5 
volt supply. This voltage range also alloWs the use of 
standard analog voltage multiplexer or selector devices to be 
employed to alloW a single analog to digital converter to 
sample and detect a multiplicity of occupancy detection 
track circuits, each employing a separate instance of the 
items 52, 53, 55, 58, 56, 57, 59, 60 and 54. If a multiplicity 
of detectors share a common reference connection to the 
track poWer booster, 1, then it is possible to use a single 
instance of items 58, 59, 60 to develop a Vref for all the 
current sense diodes connected With anodes of 52 and 
cathodes of 53 in common to the reference. 

[0126] The use of an analog to digital converter also 
alloWs this circuit to discriminate the transient false detec 
tion voltages caused by the charging and discharging of stray 
capacitance, 62, When no detection loads are present on the 
track. Upon detecting a voltage transition of Vs to a loW 
level, using either the synchroniZing connection 63 or sam 
pling Vref until it goes to a loW potential, the converted 
digital value of Vref is then saved. A transient ?lter time is 
then alloWed to elapse that is longer than the charging time 
of the capacitance 62 but less than the time of the loW cycle 
of Vs, during Which it is possible to measure Vtrk. After this 
transient ?lter time, the value of Vtrk is then sampled and 
converted to a digital value. An algorithm may then inspect 
the tWo converter output values to decide if Vtrk is suf? 
ciently more positive than Vref to indicate the detection of 
occupancy, typically more than 0.328 volts for a threshold 
resistance of 22 kilo-ohms. This alloWs the rejection of 
charging transient voltages for up to the duration chosen for 
the transient ?lter time. Note that Vref is unaffected by this 
charging current since is driven directly by the loW imped 
ance of the track booster, 1, and does not require to be 
sampled With any delay after Vs enters its loW voltage state. 
This feature is important on large layouts With extensive 
Wiring that employ track control voltages With fast changing 
voltage sWings. 

[0127] Using a digital method to discriminate betWeen 
values of Vtrk and Vref also alloWs several other possibili 
ties. It is possible to detect When Vs is off because the 
booster, 1, has been disconnected due to a fault or has been 
poWered off. In this case, the voltage of Vtrk and Vref Will 
both tend to the voltage Vx, in this example, +5 volts. The 
algorithm may then infer that the track poWer has been 
disconnected and hence detection on the track is not possible 
and hence indeterminate. This does not imply that the track 
is unoccupied. In this case, the comparison logic, 61, can 
conduct information to the rest of the layout control system 
via output link 64 that accurately and completely encodes 
the state of any occupancy track sections that are being 
monitored. 

[0128] Note that it is better to measure Vtrk and Vref 
separately rather than simply employ a differential ampli?er 
to extract solely the difference voltage, since additional 
information may be extracted by examining these differen 
tial detector voltages independently. This is true Whether a 
digital comparison is employed, as in the preferred embodi 
ment, or a voltage comparator is used for detection. Note 
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that the explicit measurement of Vref in this circuit com 
pensates if the loWest potential of Vs does not go to ground 
potential, 65, due to current loads ?oWing in the output 
impedance of the booster. Large load currents sWitched on 
the track betWeen the sampling of Vref and the delayed 
sampling of Vtrk may lead to spurious voltages that mimic 
detection. Accordingly it is preferred that the ?nal detection 
decision is made and communicated via the output link 64, 
after ?ltering or averaging of a multiplicity of detection 
events. It is also possible to employ tWo separate analog to 
digital converters to sample Vtrk and Vref simultaneously 
after the transient ?lter time has elapsed, Which Will avoid 
the ambiguity of sampling at different times. In any case it 
is best to sample Vref as close as possible to the time that 
Vtrk is sampled. 

[0129] If a simple voltage comparator is used for detec 
tion, then the output of the comparator is only sampled and 
a detection decision made after the transient ?lter time, to 
alloW the rejection of the charging current of capacitance 62. 

[0130] The actual values employed in this circuit may be 
modi?ed for the convenience of the designer from those 
presented here and the resulting circuit Will still be Within 
the spirit of this invention. 

[0131] If a short circuiting link, 67, is noW connected as 
shoWn in FIG. 5, then the booster track drive for rail AWill 
then be connected to system ground, 65. The installation of 
this single link, 67, Will convert the detector from direct 
home Wiring to the common rail Wiring method. This alloWs 
the simplicity of manufacturing a single occupancy detector 
that is usable on any layout. 

[0132] This arrangement is noW similar, but not identical, 
to a TWin-T detector. The Vref input is noW connected to 
ground, 65. The voltage across diodes 52 and 53 are noW 
constrained to be limited to the forWard biased diode volt 
ages of diodes 52 and 53 above or beloW ground potential, 
65. This ensures that With a track voltage of eg —1.0 volts 
(typical for diodes With large current ?oWs) that Vtrk Will be 
no loWer than, 2.15V+ (0.63><—1.0V), Which at +1.52 volts 
is safely Within the input range of the analog to digital 
converter, even With this negative voltage range. The detec 
tion voltage is still calculated as (Vtrk-Vref) as for the direct 
home case. The unchanging nature of Vtrk, even When the 
synchroniZing link 63 indicates Vs is changing, alloWs the 
comparison logic, 61, to automatically decide that this 
particular detection track has been con?gured to the com 
mon rail method With the addition of link 67. The logic may 
then interpret and report on the detection voltages via the 
output link 64, accordingly. To detect When a common rail 
booster driving the occupancy tracks and detectors has been 
turned off, it is useful to use one of the multiplicity of 
detectors With a ?xed detection resistor installed, in lieu of 
a track section, to detect When the track poWer is off. In this 
case the chosen occupancy detector With a ?xed detection 
resistor Will report occupied When the booster track poWer is 
applied, and the rest of the control system is con?gured to 
understand the meaning of this report as being an indication 
of the state of applied poWer. 

[0133] With the link 67 installed it is also possible to 
detect DC block occupancy When simple DC track poWer 
control is being used. It is possible to accurately determine 
When occupancy is detected With poWer applied, but other 
components must be added to decide When there is no track 
poWer present to alloW track detection. 
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[0134] With occupancy detection on DC controlled lay 
outs it is a common practice to employ an AC voltage bias 
connected through a current limiter to alloW detection When 
the DC control voltage is loW or the block has been 
disconnected With rolling stock still present. 

[0135] This method is may also be employed With this 
detector design. 

[0136] Alternately the shorting link 67 may be converted 
to a current sensor made With the three components in the 
same manner as 52, 53 and 54. A resistor of the same value 
as 54 is then connected from the anode end of a 52 current 
detector to the other lead from the DC poWer supply. In this 
Way the Vref and Vtrk voltages Will noW have a detectable 
eXtra voltage When the DC poWer is applied Which alloWs 
the detector to knoW When detection is valid. Prototype 
railroad practices dictate that the most restrictive condition 
must be assumed When a plant or device fails. Thus it is best 
that a block indicate occupied if detection is not valid. 

[0137] Note that the comparison logic, 61, can automati 
cally identify What form of detection it is performing, 
common rail or direct home, for each sensor by inspecting 
the voltage ranges that it sees for Vtrk and Vref of each 
sensor it monitors. Additionally it can also automatically 
recogniZe the track voltage encoding or control method and 
adjust detection parameters accordingly. 

What is claimed: 
1. A method of forming an apparatus for detecting track 

occupancy on a model railroad layout (4), comprising the 
steps of: 

providing a current detection arrangement (52, 53, 54), a 
Vtrk sample arrangement of at least (56), a Vref sample 
arrangement of at least (59), a comparison logic means 
(61) and a short circuit link (67), and 

con?guring occupancy detection for common rail Wiring 
instead of direct home Wiring by the addition of (67). 
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2. A method of forming an apparatus for detecting track 
occupancy on a model railroad layout (4) using an encoded 
track voltage Waveform in the presence of excessive feeder 
capacitance (62), comprising the steps of: 

providing a current detection arrangement (52, 53, 54), a 
Vtrk sample arrangement of at least (56), a Vref sample 
arrangement of at least (59), a comparison logic means 
(61) capable of sampling said Vtrk and said Vref at 
prede?ned transient ?ltering time determined by syn 
chroniZing link (63), and 

con?guring occupancy detection to Work in presence of 
said excessive feeder capacitance. 

3. A method of forming an apparatus for detecting track 
occupancy that is capable of determining the energiZation 
state of the track on a model railroad layout (4), comprising 
the steps of: 

providing a current detection arrangement (52, 53, 54), a 
Vtrk sample arrangement of at least (56,57), a Vref 
sample arrangement of at least (59,60), a comparison 
logic means (61) for evaluating said Vref and said Vtrk 
voltages, and 

con?guring said apparatus to detect When track poWer is 
applied. 

4. A method of forming an apparatus for detecting track 
occupancy on a model railroad layout (4), comprising the 
steps of: 

providing a current detection arrangement (52, 53, 54), a 
Vref sample arrangement of at least (59), a comparison 
logic means (61) and a removable short circuit link 
(67), and 

con?guring the apparatus to automatically detect the 
presence of short circuit link (67) indicating that com 
mon rail detection logic is applicable. 

* * * * * 


